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Determination of the elastic modull of anlsotroplc solids by measurement of

the mechanical resonance spectrum (i) has emerged as a powerful solld-state

physics tool. The keys to this success are the ability to compute accurately the

resonance spectrum of geometric shapes (2), and that the resonant frequencies

are dependent on the elastic moduli (3) in sufficiently complex ways that

measurement of some minimum set of resonances determines all the modull.

Advantages of this technique over others include I) the ability to measure at

the lowest possible frequencies to minimize problems in materials with high

ultrasonic attenuation, 2) access to samples below I mm in largest dimension

enabling studies of crystalline or mthermaterlals impossible to obtain as large

single crystals, 3) determination of all modull simultaneously, enabling

comparisons between modull through a phase transition with unprecedented

precision, 4) the elimination of electronic and transducer loading effects and

corrections to provide unprecedented absolute accuracy for the modull. To

realize the unique advantages of resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) an

accurate measurement of the resonances must be made on a sample carefully

prepared and precisely shaped. In this work we discuss transducer, electronics,

and apparatus design applied to measurements at or well below ambient

temperature, requirements for sample preparation of rectangular parallellplpeds,

and the sources of errors.
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bbstract

The mechanical resonances of small oriented single crystals of

materials of interest to basic science and engineering can be used to
determine ali the elastic moduli and the ultrasonic attenuation of

these materials. To measure the resonances of the samples without
introducing the resonances of the measuring system requires that the
transducers be non-resonant at the frequencies of interest, and that
they be well isolated from their mounts. However, for samples near 1
mm in the largest dimension, the transducer design problem becomes
severe, and the signals become weak. In addition, no resonances can
be missed, and, often, the symmetry class of the resonances must be
known. We outline here appropriate transducer, electronics, and system
designs to circumvent these problems.

_ntroduc_ion

Determination of the elastic moduli of anisotropic solids by
measurement of the mechanical resonance spectrum (1) has emerged as a
powerful solid-state physics tool. The keys to this success are the
ability to compute accurately the resonance spectrum of geometric
shapes (2), and that the resonant frequencies are dependent on the
elastic moduli (3) in sufficiently complex ways that measurement of

some minimum set of resonances determines ali the moduli. Advantages

of this technique over others include i) the ability to measure at the

lowest possible frequencies to minimize problems in materials with

high ultrasonic attenuation, 2) access to samples below I mm in

largest dimension enabling studies of crystalline or other materials

impossible to obtain as large single crystals, 3) determination of ali

modull simultaneously, enabling comparisons between modull through a

phase transition with unprecedented precision, 4) the elimination of

electronic and transducer loading effects and corrections to provide
unprecedented absolute accuracy for the modull.

To realize the unique advantages of resonant ultrasound
spectroscopy (RUS) an accurate measurement of the resonances must be

made on a sample carefully prepared and precisely shaped. In this work
we will discuss transducer, electronics, and apparatus design applied

to measurements at or well below ambient temperature, requirements for

sample preparation of rectangular paralleliplpeds, and the sources of
errors.

Transducers

Most previous RUS work (4) involved the use of some sort of

piezoelectric transducer attached to a long buffer rod of alumina. The

buffer rod was, typically, much larger than the sample to be measured.

In fact most rods were so long that at the frequencies of interest for

a sample a few millimeters in typical dimension, the resonances in the

rod were so closely spaced that they overlapped. The result was that

the resonant response of the sample was folded in with the response of



the rod, yielding non-lorentzian line shapes and therefore creating
difficulties in determination of the actual sample resonant

frequencies. Similar problems occur for magnetically driven samples
(5) where resonances in the driving toll are also closely spaced. For

very hlgh Q samples, this is not a big problem, but for samples with

relatively high attenuation and weak resonances, another approach must
be taken.

The best approach, of course, is to make transducers that are
non-resonant at the frequencies of interest. This implies either a

transducer assembly that is heavily damped, or one sufficiently small
to push its resonances above that of the sample. At cryogenic

temperatures, no damping material is suitable, thus we designed

transducers with very high lowest resonant frequencies. In Fig.l we

show a design (6) dependent on the very high (17kM/s) sound velocity
of diamond. The diamond raises the bending mode frequencies of the

bare (30 MHz compresslonal mode lithium niobate) transducer from 50

kHz to above 4 MHz for the assembly. The support is of 0.025 mm thick

silvered Kapton film to prevent coupling of the sound through the

apparatus itself. The electrical lead is also silvered Kapton to
minimize both mechanical response and electrical inductance. Because
all materials other than diamond and Be have sound velocities near or

below 6 kM/s, samples as small as 0.bmm x 1.0mm x 1.0mm are easily
studied because many sample resonances occur below 4 MHz. This

transducer also produces perfect lorentzlan resonance shapes, making

it possible to scan through a resonance and use all the data to
determine both frequency and Q.

_lectronics

The transducer described above is operated well off its resonant

frequency so that it has an output impedance determined purely by its

lOpF capacitance. This produces very weak signals that must be brought
from the low-temperature environment up to the room-temperature

electronics. Typically, the electronics is voltage sensitive, and so a

lm coaxlr% cable with its lOOpF capacitance would drop the transducer
output b/ an order of magnitude. To prevent this, the first

amplification stage has unity gain and drives a guard shield

surrounding the signal lead. This prevents capacitive loadlng. This

first stage is also designed to be very low noise. The designs for

this and the remainder of the electronics are beyond the scope of this

work. After the unity gain preamplifier comes an RF voltage gain of

100 using commercially available (7) low-noise amplifiers. After this

amplification, the signal is sufficient to begin the process of

detection. To obtain maximum slgnal/nolse ratio we use a

superheterodyne variant. This involves a mixer and a computer

controlled local oscillator to produce IkHz IF frequency, and a

switched capacitor bandpass filter with a Q of i0. This produces an
effective noise bandwidth of lOOHz, as compared to 30MHz for a

pulse-echo ultrasound system, lt also limits the response time of the
system to about 10ms. At this point, the resonance information is

contained entirely in the amplitude of the IkHz IF signal. To detect

this, we use an analog to digital converter(A/D) interfaced to a PC.

The computer sets the frequency used to drive the sample, sets the

local oscillator IkHz away, and then has the A/D read 320 times at a

32kHz read rate. This is an integral number of half cycles of ikHz and



so we easily obtain a noise free measure of the IF amplitude by using

software to average the absolute value of ali 320 readings. At this

point we have taken one of 320 or so of the frequency steps used to

map out a single resonance. Frequency is now stepped again, until most

of the lorentzian resonance llne is mapped out. The line is then fit

using ali the data to determine frequency and width (or Q). In Fig. 2

we show a block diagram of the electronics used for this t_ork.

6pDaratus

To use this method, it is clear that we must know where the

resonances lie, or else we must take too much data. This is an

absolutely crucial problem for another reason as weil. For example, a

single missing resonance in a tetragonal (six independent elastic

modull) sample of Lal.86Sr.14Cu04 has the following effect. When the

procedure described by Visscher et.al. (8) is implemented to find

elastic modull from measured frequencies, a missing resonance easily

forces one into the wrong minimum when attempting to match up measured

and computed frequencies. The result is that although the RMS error

between the first fifteen measured resonances compared to the best fit

calculated ones is of order 0.4%, some of the moduli are off by 60% or

more. When the missing resonance is added, the RMS error drops to

0.13% and the moduli are accurate now to about 1.9% for c12, and 0.02%

for c44. Thus some reliable method must be used to find all the modes,

or else one relies on guesswork to determine which is missing, a

potential disaster.

The simplest approach (9) relies on the following. Of the lowest

50 or so resonances of a typical sample, of order 80% have the vector

describing the motion of the corners in contact with the transducers

within 6 degrees of parallel to the transducers. But the transducers

respond to perpendicular displacements only. Thus it is easy to

accidentally miss a resonance because the corner motion vector is

parallel to a transducer. The fix, shown in Fig.3, involves an

apparatus that enables the lower transducer to be moved. By simply

making several broad (500kHz wide) scans at low resolution and for

different transducer locations, all the modes are approximately

located. It is then simple to program the system to look only in small

frequency intervals around the known positions, and if a mode is

missing, we know which it is so it causes no problems.

The only remaining design problem relates to the requirement for

free-surface boundary conditions (I0) on the sample for the

computation to work. Too much transducer force can destroy this, while

too little produces no signal. Other approaches, such as coating of

the sample with a ferromagnetic film and using non-contact magnetic

drive rely on modifications to the sample that have effects on

accuracy that have not been studied systematically. Our approach has

been to steadily improve our electronics to the point where strong

signals are obtained when the force on the sample is equivalent to a

weight of I gram or so. In Table I we show the frequencies determined

for the above mentioned Lal.86Sr.14CuO 4 sample, and in Fig. 4 we show

a typical resonance, lt is clear that the first resonance is off by

about 0.4%, a value nearly as small as the errors in fitting ali the

other frequencies to those predicted for an ideal elastic solid of the

same symmetry and shape. This error is caused by the i gram, but

fortunately at this light loading, loading effects disappear



completely by the third mode. This is perhaps explained by the fact
that the lowest few modes are shear with no nodes. To use one gram,

however, requires the state-of-the-art electronics and transducers
described above.

Errors
Having measured some set of resonant frequencies with no missing

modes and fitted a set of elastic moduli and sample dimensions to the

data, how well determined are the moduli? There is at present no

completely adequate answer to this question because the problem turns

out to be extremely complex. However, we do know some of the answers,

enough to be sure of results under ideal circumstances. The reason for

the complexity is as follows. Consider a measurement on our
Lal.s6Sr.14Cu04 sample where the sample mlss and dimensions are

precisely known and do not need to be fitted. We are attempting to

determine six elastic moduli, lt would seem that only six frequencies
are needed, but the first surprise is that there are sets of

resonances that depend in the same way on sets of moduli, making
certain modes redundant, but this redundancy cannot be predetermined.

Thus many more modes than moduli must be measured. Next, consider the

process of fitting the moduli of an ideal tetragonal elastic solid to

correspond as well as possible to a set of measured frequencies on the

real (non-ideal because of chipped edges, non-parallel faces etc.)
solid. We wish to find a minimum for an error function in

six-dlmensional modulus space. As might be expected, the minimum is

not a hyperspherical surface, but has curvature that varies widely for

different directions. In standard Voight notation, the two shear
moduli, c44 and c66 determine directions for whlch the minlmum has

very strong curvature. This results in fits where the shear modull are

determined to a precision I0 times worse than the frequency precision

of the measurement of about 0.002%. This is very definitely not the

case for the other four modull that determine compresslonal properties

and the anlsotroplc Poisson's ratio. For c12, a 2% change in the value

of the error function, corresponding to about a 20 Hz random change in

measured frequencies (0.002%). This produces a 1% change in the best

fit value. This is 500 times worse _han our frequency precision. In
Table II we show the estimated errors for a fit to the

Lal. S6Sr.14Cu04 data. This estimate is based on smoothness criteria
that works as follows. For the measurement of modull at different

temperatures, we expect that far from physically generated

discontinuities, the moduli should be smoothly varying as temperature

is varied. Any errors in smoothness reflect not our measurement errors

but errors in the fitting routines. Based on this, our confidence

level is such that a 2% change in the RMS deviation between measured

and fitted frequencies is significant, and it is on this rather

heuristic condition that table II is generated. We also note that

errors in crystallographic orientation affect determination of elastic

modull to quadratic order only. We were able to calculate frequency
shifts for alignment errors of 2 degrees and found that modulus shifts

were smaller than the errors in table II. Thus rather ordinary
alignment and grinding accuracy are adequate for RUS.

However, what is not known at this polnt is the effect of errors

in frequency measurement arising from instrumental, transducer, and

other sources on the moduli. For example, systematic errors induced by



transducer ]oading effects, magnetic films attached to the sample, or

creep induced depressions at the contact area for high temperature

measurements with alumina buffer rods change some but not ali

frequencies in an as yet not well studied way. Although agreement

between RUS and pulse-echo measurements on, for example, the isotropic

material fused silica (ii) are extremely good (well within the
ordinarily expected batch-to-batch variations), comparisons between

other lower symmetry materials such as olivine (4) produce occasional
extreme variations in c12 that are not understood. Work remains to be

done in this area.

Table I

Measured and fitted resonant frequencies in MHz of a La1.$6Sr.14CuO4

single crystal and the fitting errors

Measured Fitted % error
0.552840 0.550278 -0.46

0.658401 0.655880 -0.38

0.771962 0.771360 -0.08

0.840930 0.840628 -0.04

0.841175 0.841766 0.07

0.875579 0.876296 0.08

0.883465 0.883685 0.02
0.922060 0.922982 0.10
0.996154 0.995622 -0.05
1.018883 1.021341 0.24
1.029525 1.029086 -0.04
1.066498 1.065568 -0.09
1.075797 1.076676 0.08
1.077516 1.077376 -0.01

1.094150 1.092901 -0.Ii

1.103293 1.102272 -0.09

1.128581 1.125499 -0.27
1.140687 1.141747 0.09

1.168652 1.168732 0.01

1.199571 1.197086 -0.21

1.242401 1.240466 -0.16

1.266480 1.265228 -0.10

1.299853 1.297844 -0.15

1.324754 1.322614 -0.16

1.329047 1.327011 -0.15

1.336476 1.333006 -0.26

1.359581 1.359905 0.02

1.361484 1.363173 0.12

1.412162 1.413593 0.10

1.481822 1.483112 0.09

Table II

Estimated errors for the determination of elastic moduli based on the fit of

Table I in percent.

cii c33 c23 c13 c44 c66
0.29 -0.04 0.47 1.34 -0.03 0.03
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Fig.1 Shown is a cross-sectional view of the diamond/Lithium
Nlobate/q_apton composite transducer described in the text.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the electronics used for ali our work. RF
ii the primary signal source, LO is the local oscillator
used to Benerate the 1KHz intermediate frequency for this
uodified superheterodyne receiver.
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Fig.3 Outline sketch of the stepping-motor driven system used to
rock the sample to enable detection of all the modes.
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Flg.4 A typical resonance for the Lal.86Sr.14Cu04 single crystal
used as the example in the text. This resonance is 121 Hz
wide at 1.412162 MHz. Transducer loading was 1 gram
equivalent. Note the lack of noise.




